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Abstract
Simultanagnosia is an impairment in processing multiple visual elements simultaneously consecutive to bilateral
posterior parietal damage, and neuroimaging data have specifically implicated the superior parietal lobule (SPL) in
multiple element processing. We previously reported that a patient with focal and bilateral lesions of the SPL performed
slower than controls in visual search but only for stimuli consisting of separable lines. Here, we further explored this
patient’s visual processing of plain object (colored disk) versus object consisting of separable lines (letter), presented in
isolation (single object) versus in triplets. Identification of objects was normal in isolation but dropped to chance level
when surrounded by distracters, irrespective of eccentricity and spacing. We speculate that this poor performance ref lects
a deficit in processing objects’ relative locations within the triplet (for colored disks), aggravated by a deficit in processing
the relative location of each separable line (for letters). Confirming this, performance improved when the patient just had
to detect the presence of a specific colored disk within the triplets (visual search instruction), while the inability to identify
the middle letter was alleviated when the distracters were identical letters that could be grouped, thereby reducing the
number of ways individual lines could be bound.
Key words: crowding, object individuation, posterior parietal cortex, simultanagnosia, visual perception

Introduction
Vision is a sense that allows us to apprehend a relatively large
space in one glance and to process in parallel, at least to some
degree, the multiple objects lying in this space as well as their
spatial relationship. We constantly face complex visual scenes,
and we have to process multiple elements simultaneously (e.g.,
leaf, trunk, branch) in order to ascertain a global meaning (e.g.,
a tree, a forest). Consecutive to extensive bilateral occipitoparietal damage, patients exhibit “an extreme restriction of
visual attention, such that only one object is seen at a time”
(Bálint 1909; Husain and Stein 1988). Later, Wolpert coined the
term “simultanagnosia” for these patients (Wolpert 1924).

More recent studies of patients with more focal lesions
(or using voxel-based morphometry in patients with diffuse
posterior cortical atrophy) have refined the neural substrate
underlying simultanagnosia: the superior parietal lobule (SPL) is
specifically involved (Khan et al. 2016; Neitzel et al. 2016; Valdois
et al. 2019). These studies and others (e.g., Luria 1959; Naccache
et al. 2000; Jackson et al. 2006; Demeyere et al. 2008; Thomas
et al. 2012; Chechlacz et al. 2015; Strappini et al. 2017) have
also further questioned the level (perceptual or attentional) and
the underlying neurocognitive mechanisms possibly causing
simultanagnosia. For example, Luria (1959) observed that his
patient reported only one shape when two different simple
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of separable lines. This specific visual search deficit for figures
made of multiple lines (“multifeatured shapes”) had previously
been reported for poor readers (Casco and Prunetti 1996);
for example, the authors showed that poor readers were as
fast as controls to find a single tilted line among vertical
or horizontal ones, but difficulties arose when this unique
tilted line of the visual display was spatially combined with
others to make a symbol. Like patient IG, poor readers showed
no deficit in searches for simple features or conjunction of
features like color and geometrical shapes. Khan et al. (2016)
further demonstrated that this slow search performance for
visual displays involving combined separable lines in patient
IG corresponded to a reduced visuo-attentional field that could
be mimicked in healthy controls by a reduced visible window
whose size depends on the visual complexity of the stimuli but
not on the number of distracters falling in this window. The
impairment of simultaneous visual processing of patient IG was
therefore attributed to a reduction of the size of the spotlight of
attention.
Intriguingly, several aspects of this phenomenology have
parallels with visual crowding. Crowding refers to difficulty
performing visual tasks in the presence of clutter, for example,
reduced ability to recognize an object when it is surrounded
by distracters, in comparison to when the object appears in
isolation. Crowding has been implicated in visual search difficulty; difficulty identifying a crowded peripheral target predicts difficulty for pop-out, conjunction, and feature-present
versus feature-absent search (Rosenholtz et al. 2012). Furthermore, crowding has been described in terms of an “uncrowded
window” (Pelli and Tillman 2008), the size of which depends on
the complexity of individual items (Hulleman and Olivers 2017).
In the Global Report task, patient IG reported the unflanked
letters (the first and last ones) but rarely the middle ones
(flanked by other letters), but this reduced letter span was
independent of spacing (Valdois et al. 2019). In crowding, too,
observers can more readily report the first and last items in
a peripheral string than the letters in the middle of the string
(Bouma 1970). Crowding mainly occurs in peripheral vision but
also in central vision, the crucial parameter is the interstimuli
distance—as this distance increases, performance increases,
and when this distance is large enough (larger than the
“critical distance”), the distracters no longer affect performance
(Bouma 1970; Toet and Levi 1992; Pelli et al. 2004). Nonetheless,
the connections between crowding and simultaneous visual
processing following focal bilateral SPL damage might suggest
that a lesion of the SPL could produce a form of excessive
crowding. A common or related mechanism for crowding and
clinical vision has been previously proposed for amblyopics
(Greenwood et al. 2012), for dyslexics (Martelli et al. 2009), and for
patients with occipito-temporal damage (ventral visual stream,
Strappini et al. 2017; Sand et al. 2018).
The present study will explore this hypothesis for patients
with damage of the dorsal visual stream by exploring in more
depth the performance of patient IG in crowding tasks. We
examined performance in identifying a crowded target in both
central and peripheral vision, and in particular, we examined
the extent to which patient IG’s performance remains immune
to the spacing between target and distracters. Furthermore,
crowding causes loss of location information; for simple objects,
this can lead to reporting a distracter instead of the target
(Strasburger 2005; Van den Berg et al. 2012), while for more complex figures made up of multiple lines, this loss can cause a jumbling of features between items (Chang and Rosenholtz 2016).
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shapes were presented simultaneously, but shape perception
was facilitated when the two presented shapes were identical.
Based on this modulation of the patient’s performance by
perceptual grouping, Luria (1959) suggested a deficit at the
attentional level (for the relationships between attention and
perceptual organization processes, see Kimchi et al. 2007;
Yeshurun et al. 2009). Alternatively, Neitzel et al. (2016) showed
that simultaneous visual processing ability correlated with
visual short-term memory performance and visual processing
speed in patients with diffuse posterior cortical atrophy. The
present paper pursues this line of research aimed at elucidating
the nature of simultanagnosia and the role of SPL in vision.
Simultaneous visual processing is particularly necessary for
reading, and the literature on simultanagnosia is often referred
to in the literature of developmental dyslexia (Bogon et al. 2014;
Valdois et al. 2019). A subset of dyslexic children show a reduced
letter span at the Global Report task: shown a string of letters
flashed in central fixation, they can report fewer letters than
age-matched controls, whereas they can identify a single letter
as fast as normal readers (Bosse et al. 2007; Lassus-Sangosse
et al. 2008; but see Bogon et al. 2014). Neuroimaging studies
(Peyrin et al. 2011, 2012; Lobier et al. 2012, 2014; Reilhac et al.
2013) have shown bilateral SPL hypoactivation in these developmental dyslexics compared with normal readers. In normal
readers, SPL activation increases bilaterally when a visual categorization task is performed on multiple objects simultaneously
compared with when the same task is performed on a single
object. Suggested by these correlational results, the causal link
between SPL activation and the ability to recognize multiple
objects in a single fixation has been recently established thanks
to the study of patient IG, a rare patient with focal and bilateral
acquired lesion of the SPL. In the Global Report task with five
letters presented simultaneously in central fixation for 200 ms,
patient IG also showed a reduced letter span (Valdois et al.
2019). In a control task in which individual letters were rapidly
flashed alone serially for 200 ms in central vision, patient IG performed successfully. Taken into consideration with other tasks
presented in Valdois et al. (2019), this ruled out the possibility
of a general slowing of visual perception or of reduced visual
short-term memory capacity following focal bilateral SPL lesion
(contrary to other patients’ reports in the literature: Neitzel et al.
2016).
The performance consecutive to bilateral SPL lesions
resembles developmental dyslexics’ performance, not only in
the Global Report task but also in visual search. Khan et al.
(2016) presented to patient IG several versions of classical visual
search arrays where a single target is presented among identical
distracters for an unlimited duration (until detection). The time
required to find the target was measured. Patient IG performed a
pop-out visual search for a unique shape (find a red disk among
red squares) as well as a shape and color conjunction search
(find a red disk among red squares and green disks) as fast as
controls. This preservation of parallel multiple object processing
in visual search could be due to the fact that patient IG could
perceptually “group” the identical distracters, while in the Global
Report task strings of five different consonants were presented.
However, she performed more slowly than controls in simple
feature-present (e.g., the simplest task required to find Q among
O) and feature-absent (e.g., the simplest task required to find O
among Q) visual searches, even though she could similarly group
the distracters. It was concluded from patient IG’s performance
that bilateral damage to the SPL impairs simultaneous visual
processing specifically in condition requiring spatial integration
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We also tested four age-matched control participants, three
females and one male (mean age = 41.75 ± 12.66, age range =
28–58). They had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, and they had normal vision at the experimental distance.
All experimental procedures were approved by the French
health research ethics committee (CPP Nord-Ouest I, Lyon, 2017A02562-51).

Apparatus

Methods
Participants
Patient IG was 45 at the time of this experiment. When she
was 29, she suffered from an ischemic stroke related to acute
vasospastic angiopathy in the posterior cerebral arteries, established with an angiogram. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed
a hyperintense signal on T2 sequencing that was fairly symmetrically located at the upper and lateral occipito-parietal junction,
cortically and subcortically. Reconstruction of the lesion (Pisella
et al. 2000; Khan et al. 2016) indicated that it involved mainly the
intraparietal and the parieto-occipital sulci with full damage to
Brodmann’s area 7 in the SPL, but there was also limited damage
to the dorsal lateral part of Brodmann’s areas 19 and 18 and to
the upper part of the angular gyrus (BA39) in the inferior parietal
lobule (Fig. 1). Patient IG presents with bilateral optic ataxia,
which remains chronic but never presented with either hemispatial neglect or oculomotor apraxia. Her eye movements were
completely normal at clinical assessment, with latencies and
amplitudes similar to controls within the functional saccadic
range: Gaveau et al. (2008), for example, found deficits only for
very far eccentricities, 20◦ or greater. Such saccade amplitudes
are almost never used in everyday life as they would normally be
implemented with an accompanying head movement. Patient IG
has a quadrantanopia in the right bottom quadrant of the visual
field of both eyes, due to subcortical damage of the optic radiations below the SPL in the left hemisphere. Visual stimuli will
thus be presented slightly above the ocular fixation in central
vision and in the left visual field in peripheral vision. She also
presents with mild chronic simultanagnosia. Initially, her simultanagnosia was so severe that it prevented her from perceiving
two disks presented simultaneously, but this recovered quickly
(see Pisella et al. 2000). During the acute phase, she reported that
she could not clearly see more than one finger of her hand at
once; she is now able to see “almost” all fingers simultaneously.
For the Navon test (Navon 1977), she did not show the classical
global precedence effect of healthy controls: she was not slower
in identifying the local letter when it was incongruent with the
global letter (sH, hS) compared with when it was congruent
(sS, hH). Note that for most simultanagnosic cases reported
in the literature, patients tend to have larger lesions that are
progressive (e.g., neurodegenerative disease such as posterior
cortical atrophy) and tend to be older, with ages of around 50 and
up (Gilchrist et al. 1996; Clavagnier et al. 2006; Dalrymple et al.
2007; Huberle et al. 2010; Thomas et al. 2012), and therefore tend
to have more severe symptoms (e.g., cannot report the global
letter in the Navon test at all) including associated symptoms
such as aphasia, alexia, neglect, constructional, or oculomotor
apraxia. In contrast, patient IG’s performance on tests of intellectual efficiency, general executive and attentional functions,
language, and motor and visual abilities was normal (Valdois
et al. 2019).

Participants sat in a semidark room with their eyes at a distance of 80 cm from a high-speed CRT monitor (dimensions:
40 × 30 cm, 800 × 600 pixels, refresh rate: 160 Hz), with their
forehead and chin stabilized. Stimuli were presented on the
screen using a real-time stimuli presentation (Visual Stimulus Generator ViSaGe; Cambridge Research System) along with
custom-written code developed in the laboratory. Eye position
was recorded using a high-speed video Eyetracker (Cambridge
Research System) at 1000 Hz. Subjects responded using a ViSaGe
response box.

Stimuli and Procedure
The size of the stimuli was 0.8◦ of visual angle presented on
a white background (R255, G255, B255). In the color conditions,
disks of three possible colors could be presented: RGB, blue
(R118, G118, B148), red (R148, G118, B118), and green (R118, G148,
B118); we used also gray disks (R120, G120, B120) in Experiment 3.
In the letter conditions, three possible letters could be presented:
F, N, and T; we also used the letter X in Experiment 3.
In all tasks, a trial was composed of a 400 ms fixation cross,
followed by stimuli presentation for 90 ms (except in the variant
of Task 2 in which target duration varied). Next, a response
screen was presented that remained until the participant
pressed the button (Fig. 2). Throughout each trial, we asked
the participant to keep fixating the central cross. This was
controlled on-line by the eye tracker (if the eyes moved, the
trial was aborted and replayed at the end of the block).

Experiment 1: Is There a Critical Spacing in Central
or Peripheral Vision?
Tasks
Patient IG and the four age-matched control participants ran
three tasks in Experiment 1, in which they had to respond
whether the target was “red”, “blue,” or “green” in the color
conditions and “F”, “N,” or “T” in the letter conditions by pressing
three different buttons (forced choice, chance level was 1/3).

Single Target Presentation Task
This task consisted of presenting one of the three possible
targets (letter or color in different blocks) by itself (without distracters) at different eccentricities (0◦ , 3◦ , 7◦ , and 10◦ ). The goal of
this task was to ensure that each participant was able to distinguish isolated colors or letters at different visual eccentricities.
In each block, each of the three possible targets was presented
10 times at the 4 eccentricities, distributed pseudo-randomly.
Two blocks, one for letter and one for the color condition, were
performed, one at the beginning and one at the end of the
experiment. There were a total of 240 trials for each letter and
color condition.
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Here, by varying the task (identification of an item at a specific
middle location vs. visual search) and the type of stimuli (colored
disks vs. letters), we examine loss of location information in
patient IG. Finally, a number of researchers have also reported
relief from crowding when the two items flanking the target are
similar to each other but dissimilar from the target (Livne and
Sagi 2007; Saarela et al. 2009; Freeman et al. 2012). We examine
the effects of flanking the target with identical distracters for
patient IG.
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times at the 3 different spacing, distributed pseudo-randomly.
There was a total of 126 trials each for the letter and color conditions. In separate blocks, we also varied the duration of stimuli
presentation (90, 110, 130, 150 ms) while spacing remained fixed
at 0.8◦ . Each of the 3 possible targets was presented 18 times
at the 4 different durations, distributed pseudo-randomly. There
were a total of 216 trials each for the letter and color conditions.

Peripheral Vision Crowding Task
This task consisted of presenting 1 of the 3 possible targets
(letter or color in different blocks) in peripheral vision at different eccentricities (3◦ , 7◦ , 10◦ ) and with different spacing (target–
distracter center-to-center distance) as follows:
For the letter condition:
• Eccentricity 3◦ : 0.8◦ , 1◦ , 1.5◦ , 2◦ , 2.5◦
• Eccentricity 7◦ : 1◦ , 1.5◦ , 2.5◦ , 3.5◦ , 5◦ , 6◦
• Eccentricity 10◦ : 2◦ , 3◦ , 4◦ , 5◦ , 6◦ , 7◦
Figure 2. Trial sequence. Each trial began with a central fixation cross for 400 ms
on which the participant was asked to fixate. Next the stimuli (in this case,
the three colored disks for the central vision colored condition) were presented
brief ly for 90 ms. This was followed by the reappearance of the central fixation
dot that remained until the participant entered a response.

Central Vision Crowding Task
This task consisted of presenting the target in central vision (0◦ ),
for 90 ms, flanked by two stimuli with target–distracters spacing
of 0.8◦ , 1.5◦ , and 3◦ . The distracters had the same three possible
colors or letters as the target. The task was to identify the middle
target. One of the distracters was the same as the target in
28% of the trials to avoid inferring the target identity from the
distracters alone. Each of the 3 possible targets was presented 14

For the color condition:
• Eccentricity 3◦ : 0.8◦ , 1◦ , 1.5◦ , 2◦ , 2.5◦
• Eccentricity 7◦ : 0.9◦ , 1◦ , 1.5◦ , 2◦ , 3.5◦ , 5◦
• Eccentricity 10◦ : 1◦ , 1.5◦ , 2◦ , 3.5◦ , 5◦ , 6◦
For example, for the 3 eccentricity with 0.8 spacing, the
distracters would appear at 2.2 and at 3.8 aligned horizontally.
The participant’s task was to identify the middle target. Each of
the 3 target colors (or letters) was presented 14 times at the 3
peripheral eccentricities and at the different spacings described
above, distributed pseudo-randomly. The distracters had the
same three possible colors or letters as the target. One of the
distracters was similar to the target in 28% of the trials to avoid
inferring the target identity solely from the identification of the
two distracters. Overall, there were a total of 966 trials each for
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Figure 1. Horizontal (axial) T2-weighted magnetic resonance section of patient IG’s brain (at z coordinate = 85 in standard Talairach space) showing fairly symmetric
bilateral lesion involving mainly the intraparietal sulcus (IPS, dotted line) and Brodmann’s area 7 in the superior parietal lobule (SPL). LH: left hemisphere. RH: right
hemisphere.
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the letter and color conditions. Breaks were offered every 161
trials.
Procedure and Data Analysis
The central vision crowding task was run first. The single target
presentation task was then run before and after the peripheral
crowding task. The performance of patient IG was compared
with the averaged control performance using modified paired
t-tests designed specifically to test whether single subject’s
(patient) data fall within the range of control data, using the
control group’s mean and SD. They provide a robust comparison of a single data point against a small group of controls
for single case studies (Crawford and Howell 1998; Crawford
and Garthwaite 2002). The performance of all participants was
also compared with chance level using unilateral Fisher’s exact
tests. We corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni
family-wise error rates.

Experiment 1—Results
Single Target Presentation Task
As can be seen in Figure 3, IG’s accuracy in the letter condition (3B) was very high for all eccentricities (96.67%) but still
lower than controls who performed at ceiling (Crawford test,
all P > 0.001 all t(3) < −inf). For color condition only, the furthest
eccentricity accuracy (76.7%) was lower than controls (Crawford
test P < 0.01 t(3) = −11.84). Her accuracy, like controls, nevertheless remained largely above chance level at all visual eccentricities (unilateral Fisher’s exact test, Bonferroni corrected, all
P < 0.05). In summary, IG was able to identify single color and
letter targets in peripheral vision.
Central Crowding Task
When the target and distracters were presented at central vision,
there were significant differences in performance between IG
and the controls. For the color condition (Fig. 4A), performance
was significantly lower for IG compared with controls with
all three spacing (0.8◦ , 1.5◦ , and 3◦ , Crawford test all P < 0.001;
t(3) < −26). In the letter condition (Fig. 4B), her performance was
significantly worse than controls for the 0.8◦ and 1.5◦ spacing

(Crawford test all P < 0.01; t(3) < −9.4) but was very high and
similar to controls for the 3◦ spacing (Crawford test P > 0.1
t(3) = −0.13). Note, however, that with both conditions (color
and letter), IG’s performance remained above chance level at all
spacing (unilateral Fisher’s exact test all P < 0.05). In summary,
when the target was flanked by other colors or letters in central
vision, accuracy decreased greatly for patient IG while control
performance remained at ceiling.
Increasing stimulus presentation duration did not improve
the patient’s performance (Fig. 4C and D); performance remained
similar even when duration increased from 90 to 110, 130, or
150 ms. This reinforces the idea that IG’s performance cannot
be explained by a deficit of short-term visual memory (see
also Valdois et al. 2019), as at longer durations, the stimuli
are onscreen long enough not to require memory to perform
the task.

Peripheral Crowding Task
Next, we investigated performance for three stimuli presented
simultaneously in the periphery. Figure 5 depicts individual participant performance for the three eccentricity conditions (3◦ —
blue, 7◦ —red, 10◦ —green lines) as a function of target–distracter
spacing. The left panel depicts performance in the color conditions, while the right panel depicts performance for the letter
conditions. As can be seen in Figure 5A–H, the four age-matched
controls showed a classical increase in accuracy with increased
target–distracter spacing (e.g., Bouma 1970; Toet and Levi 1992;
Pelli et al. 2004), in both letter and color conditions. They also
showed asymptotic performance with increasing eccentricity
for a certain target–distracter spacing (e.g., Bouma 1970; Toet
and Levi 1992; Latham and Whitaker 1996; Strasburger 2005;
Yeshurun and Rashal 2010). At least four spacing by eccentricity
were above chance level (unilateral Fisher’s exact test, corrected
Bonferroni). In contrast, when the target (color disk or letter)
was presented with distracters, the performance of patient IG
(Fig. 5I,H) remained at chance level regardless of target eccentricity and spacing (unilateral Fisher’s exact test Ps < 0.05). In
summary, IG was unable to correctly identify the flanked target
in either the color or letter conditions.
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Figure 3. Single target presentation conditions. Performance for IG (dotted black line and dots) and controls (gray line and dots) is shown for the color (A) and letter
(B) conditions as a function of target eccentricity. The y-axis (range 50–100%) represents accuracy in correctly identifying the color or letter presented. ∗P < 0.05. Error
bars are standard deviations across control participants.
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Experiment 2: A Deficit of Recognition or of Localization
Tasks
In order to gain insight into the nature of IG’s chance-level
performance for the crowding target–distracter task, we tested
her performance with different instructions, reflecting those
of typical visual search tasks. We used the exact same stimuli
as in the peripheral crowding task in Experiment 1 with new
instructions to simply report the presence or absence of a specific stimulus (a T in the letter condition and a “green” disk in the
color condition) within the triplet, regardless of whether it was
presented at the first (inner), second (middle), or third (outer)
position. This new instruction allowed us to distinguish between
three hypotheses. If the performance at chance level of patient
IG in the peripheral crowding task reflects an inability to process
several elements simultaneously (in apparent contrast with her
visual search performance in typical visual displays reported in
Khan et al. 2016), she should remain at chance level with this
new instruction. If this performance instead reflects increased
crowding, her ability to detect the presence of the specified stimulus should be more impaired when it is presented in middle
position and should improve with spacing. Finally, if this performance at chance level in the peripheral crowding task reflects
a lack of relative position attribution to the three presented
stimuli but a simultaneous perception of their identity (which
would explain the preservation of pop-out phenomenon in Khan
et al. 2016), then patient IG’s performance should improve with
this new instruction, independently of the target position. In
other words, she should be able to detect the presence of the

target but not report where it was within the triplet. For this
“visual search task,” we used the exact same stimuli as in the
peripheral crowding task of Experiment 1 but selected only two
large spacing per eccentricity at which we observed negligible
crowding impairments in the control subjects:
• Eccentricity 3◦ : 2◦ and 2.5◦
• Eccentricity 7◦ : 4◦ and 5◦
• Eccentricity 10◦ : 6◦ and 8◦
Overall, there was a total of 252 trials each for the letter and
color conditions. Patient IG was asked to press the right button
when she detected the presence of the specific target within the
presented triplet, and the left button when she did not detect
any green disk or letter T (forced choice, chance level was 50%).
Following the visual search task, she also performed a single target presentation task with more visual eccentricities (0◦ ,
0.5◦ , 1◦ , 2◦ , 3◦ , 4◦ , 5◦ , 6◦ , 7◦ , 10◦ , 11◦ , 12◦ , 16◦ , 18◦ ) in order to
obtain a baseline of perceptual accuracy not only for the target’s
positions but also for the distracter’s positions (forced choice
target identification, chance level was 33.3%). We also collected
the performance of the four age-matched controls in this single
target presentation task.

Experiment 2—Results
Performance for IG is shown in Figure 6 for the color condition.
The presence of the green target was always detected when it
was in the inner position regardless of eccentricity. Performance
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Figure 4. Central crowding task. Performance for IG (dotted black line and dots) and controls (gray line and dots) is shown for the color (A) and letter (B) conditions as a
function of the spacing between the target and the distracters. The y-axis (50–100%) represents accuracy in correctly identifying the color or letter presented. ∗P < 0.05.
Error bars are standard deviations across control participants.
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Figure 5. Peripheral crowding task. Performance for each individual participant is shown for the color (left panel) and the letter (right panel) conditions. Accuracy as a
function of spacing is shown for each of the three target eccentricities (3◦ —light gray dot dashed line and dots, 7◦ —gray dashed line and dots, 10◦ —black dotted line
and dots). Solid dots depict performance that is significantly different from chance (horizontal tight dotted line—33%), while open dots depict performance that is not
significantly different from chance. Each row depicts performance for each individual participant, where A–H are control performance and I and J are IG’s results. The
y-axis (20–100%) represents accuracy in identifying the color or letter presented.
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dropped to chance for the outer position at an eccentricity of
7◦ and was also not different from chance at 10◦ , for both the
middle and outer positions.
To better understand this pattern of results, we analyzed performance as a function of the actual eccentricity of the green target, which varied according to the three tested eccentricities of
the triplet (3◦ , 7◦ , and 10◦ ) but also whether the green target was
the inner, middle, or outer display item (Fig. 7A). This pattern of
results is well accounted for by a gradual performance decrease
beyond an eccentricity of 10◦ , irrespective of the target’s relative
position within the triplet (inner, middle, outer). Note that during
the isolated presentation of colored disks (Fig. 7B), accuracy
similarly decreased to chance level after 10◦ of eccentricity
except for 12◦ (all P > 0.05) for IG. However, unlike the single
target performance, her performance dropped further below
chance level at the furthest eccentricities (Fig. 7A—16◦ and 18◦ ),
suggesting that the patient was “sure” that the green target was
not presented in the visual display.
In summary, with color disks, performance in the visual
search task can be explained by the decrease of color identification after 10◦ of eccentricity even for isolated stimuli presentation. Performance comparison between the peripheral crowding
task and the visual search task with the exact same stimuli
argues in favor of a localization deficit. Indeed, up to an eccentricity of 10◦ , the green disk was always detected irrespective of
its position within the triplet, whereas when the instruction was
to identify the middle target (in the crowding task), performance
was at chance level. One can therefore reason that up to 10◦
of eccentricity, the three colored disks were seen and perceptually identified, but the patient did not know which one was
presented at the middle position.
For the letter condition (Fig. 8), IG was unable to detect the
presence of the letter T above chance levels (P > 0.05), except for
the inner position (the closest to the fixation point) for triplet
eccentricities of 7◦ and 10◦ (P < 0.05). As in the color condition,
we analyzed accuracy as a function of the actual eccentricity

Figure 7. Eccentricity versus performance for visual search instruction color
task. (A) Performance for IG as a function of actual visual eccentricity of the
target separated by position, inner (blue line and dots), middle (red line and
dots), and outer (green line and dots). (B) Performance for the single target
presentation with the visual search instruction for IG (black dotted line and dots)
and controls (gray line and dots with SD error bars across controls). Solid dots
depict performance that is significantly different from chance (horizontal tight
dotted line—50%), while open dots depict performance that is not significantly
different from chance. The y-axis (0–100%) represents accuracy in responding
whether or not the target (green disk) was present.

at which the target “T” was presented (Fig. 9A). While isolated
letter identification was at ceiling at all eccentricities (Fig. 9B),
detecting the presence of the letter T within a triplet was not
significantly different from chance level (P > 0.05), irrespective
of its actual eccentricity, except for the inner position at an
eccentricity of 2◦ (P < 0.05).
This advantage for the inner position of the triplet (the nearest to the fixation) is confirmed by examining performance as
function of triplet visual eccentricity (3◦ , 7◦ , and 10◦ ) and spacing
(Fig. 10). In sum, with letters, patient IG’s ability to perceptually
identify one stimulus among three was drastically impaired,
irrespective of its actual eccentricity. Identification of the letter T was sometimes possible when it was presented at the
inner location within the triplet (the nearest to the fixation) but
not elsewhere in the triplet, which explains why performance
remained at chance level when the instruction was to identify
the middle target in the peripheral crowding task.

Experiment 3: Effect of Identical Distracters
Tasks
The performance of patient IG in the letter condition of
Experiment 2 suggests that when letter symbols (but not colored
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Figure 6. Visual search instruction for peripheral crowding color task. Performance for IG is shown for the color condition for the three target eccentricities
(3◦ —light gray dot dashed line and dots, 7◦ —gray dashed line and dots, 10◦ —
black dotted line and dots). Solid dots depict performance that is significantly
different from chance (horizontal tight dotted line—50%), while open dots depict
performance that is not significantly different from chance. The y-axis (0–100%)
represents accuracy in responding whether or not the target (green disk) was
present.
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disks) are presented simultaneously, she can only identify one
at a time. This still does not explain her performance for
feature-present/absent search displays where she exhibited
a cost (increased search times) to find the target among
distracters with respect to normal performance, but this cost
remained constant with set size (Khan et al. 2016). To parallel
another characteristic of visual search conditions where all
distracters were identical, we implemented a “perceptual
grouping crowding task.” We used the same target eccentricities
and spacing as in Experiment 2, but the distracters were
identical and different from the target, namely two X letters for
the letter condition and two gray disks for the color condition.
The instruction was the same as for the peripheral crowding
task of Experiment 1: identify the middle target (red, blue, or
green in the color condition and F, N, or T in the letter condition,
forced choice, chance level: 1/3). Each of the 3 possible targets
was presented 14 times at the 3 peripheral eccentricities and
at the 2 largest spacing described for Experiment 2, distributed
pseudo-randomly. Overall, there was a total of 252 trials each for
the letter and color conditions.

Experiment 3—Results
Patient IG’s accuracy drastically improved for both letter and
color condition with performance above chance level for all
conditions of target eccentricity and target–distracter spacing
(all P < 0.05) as shown in Figure 11. This figure includes performance with the identical distracters (dashed lines) as well
as performance with different distracters from Experiment 1
(solid lines). As can be seen in this figure, perceptual grouping
alleviated the major deficit observed in Experiment 1 for the
patient.
Thus, in patient IG, grouping the identical distracters
improves the extraction of the middle target identity and
alleviates the crowding effect. This is in agreement with
performance by normal participants reported in the crowding

Figure 9. Eccentricity versus performance for visual search instruction letter
task. (A) Performance for IG is shown as a function of actual visual eccentricity
of the target separated by position, inner (blue line and dots), middle (red line
and dots), and outer (green line and dots). (B) Performance for the single target
presentation with the visual search instruction for IG (black dotted line and dots)
and controls (gray line and dots with SD error bars across controls). Solid dots
depict performance that is significantly different from chance (horizontal tight
dotted line—50%), while open dots depict performance that is not significantly
different from chance. The y-axis (0–100%) represents accuracy in responding
whether or not the target (green disk) was present.

literature (Scolari et al. 2007; Saarela et al. 2009; Freeman
et al. 2012; Keshvari and Rosenholtz 2016). Note, however, that
this perceptual grouping may simply resolve the problem of
localizing the target; in essence, the patient has a cue that she
should report based on the lines that differ from the known
distracters (Rosenholtz et al. 2019). Indeed, patient IG reported
that she clearly saw the target that was different from “X” or
“gray” (which allowed her to complete the identification task
with a good accuracy), but she was unable to say whether the
target was actually in the middle of the triplet. This experiment,
therefore, confirms that patient IG’s main difficulty is perceiving
the spatial relations between several items when presented
simultaneously (for letters as well as for colored disks). Each
color disk is composed of one element, and therefore, her deficit
affects performance only when the task requires perceiving such
relations. But the letters are composed of a spatial configuration
of several separable elements, so the identification of each letter
by itself already requires understanding such spatial relations.
When the stimulus contains only a single letter, the uncertainty
about the spatial relations is relatively small and IG manages
to perform optimally, likely relying more than controls on prior
knowledge (Balas et al. 2009). But, when there is more than a
single letter, there are many more elements and possible spatial
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Figure 8. Visual search instruction for peripheral crowding letter task. Performance for IG is shown for the letter condition for the three target eccentricities
(3◦ —light gray dot dashed line and dots, 7◦ —gray dashed line and dots, 10◦ —
black dotted line and dots). Solid dots depict performance that is significantly
different from chance (horizontal tight dotted line—50%), while open dots depict
performance that is not significantly different from chance. The y-axis (0–100%)
represents accuracy in responding whether or not the target (letter T) was
present.
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relations, and therefore, uncertainty considerably increases and
accordingly performance is considerably reduced.
Whether or not this is related to the mechanisms of “crowding” is a difficult question, because the processes underlying
crowding are still under debate (for a review, see Rosenholtz et al.
2019); a variety of mechanisms have been proposed, including
substitution (Strasburger 2005; van den Berg et al. 2012), spatial
receptive field constraints or pooling (Balas et al. 2009; Lettvin
1976; Levi 2008; Parkes et al. 2001; Pelli and Tillman 2008), and
limits on the resolution of attention (Intriligator and Cavanagh
2001). Regardless of the proposed mechanism, it is clear that
crowding can lead to substitution errors, that is, reporting a
distracter instead of the target because information about position is lost or ambiguous, or reporting a mixture of target and
distracters lines, as predicted by all of these crowding theories.
This appears to resemble IG’s deficit. In that regard, her deficit
may be considered similar to crowding.

Discussion
Clinical vision reflecting excessive crowding has been previously proposed for amblyopics (Greenwood et al. 2012), dyslexics (Martelli et al. 2009), and patients with occipito-temporal
damage (ventral visual stream, Strappini et al. 2017; Sand et al.
2018). The present study explored this hypothesis for patients
with damage of the dorsal visual stream by studying in depth
the performance of patient IG in crowding tasks consecutive
to bilateral SPL lesions. In this paper, we tested her visual performance with plain objects (blue, red, or green colored disks)
versus objects consisting of separable lines (letters N, T, or F),
in conditions of isolated versus simultaneous presentation. In
conditions of simultaneous presentation, we contrasted two
instructions: identifying the middle target (classical crowding
task, Experiment 1) versus detecting the presence of a specific
target within the triplet (visual search task, Experiment 2).

Figure 11. Perceptual grouping task. Patient IG’s performance is shown for the
perceptual grouping task (identical distracters) for the color (A) and the letter
(B) conditions. For comparison, performance from the peripheral crowding task
from Experiment 1 is reproduced here from Figure 5I,J. The perceptual grouping
performance is shown for the same three target eccentricities with the same
three gray levels but with solid lines. Solid dots depict performance that is
significantly different from chance (horizontal tight dotted line—33%), while
open dots depict performance that is not significantly different from chance.
The y-axis (range 20–100%) represents accuracy in correctly identifying the color
or letter presented.

For colored disks, simultaneous presentation revealed a relative localization deficit. In an area of up to 10◦ of visual eccentricity, patient IG was able to identify whether a green disk was
presented within a triplet of colored disks (visual search task)
with similar accuracy as when she was required to identify the
color (green, red, or blue) of a single disk presented at the same
location. However, her performance drastically decreased when
required to accurately report the color (green, red, or blue) of the
middle disk of a triplet of colored disks (crowding task). She is
therefore able to perceive all three colored disks simultaneously,
but she cannot localize them relative to each other. Presentation
of gray distracters flanking the middle disk (Experiment 3) also
allowed her to resolve the localization deficit. When the green
target appeared beyond 10◦ , she was unable to process it, even
when presented on its own. This cannot be explained by the
decrease of the density of retinal cones (which are involved in
color perception) with eccentricity as our four control subjects
showed a drop in performance only at larger eccentricities.
Note also that performance drops far below chance level in
the simultaneous presentation condition in Experiment 2 at
the furthest eccentricities, indicating that the patient was convinced that the green target was not present. This suggests
that the other stimuli within her attentional field may have
captured all attentional resources resulting in an extinction of
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Figure 10. Visual search instruction for peripheral crowding letter task as a
function of spacing and position. Performance for IG is shown as a function of
spacing and eccentricity of the target separated by position, inner (blue line and
dots), middle (red line and dots), and outer (green line and dots). Solid dots depict
performance that is significantly different from chance (horizontal tight dotted
line—50%), while open dots depict performance that is not significantly different
from chance. The y-axis (0–100%) represents accuracy in responding whether or
not the target (letter T) was present.
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simultanagnosia consecutive to neurodegenerative disease
reported in the literature, Bogon et al. 2014; Neitzel et al. 2016).
Her deficit therefore lies in the spatial rather than in the
temporal domain.
Whether objects consist of separable lines or not appears as
an important factor for the limitation of simultaneous object
processing consecutive to SPL dysfunction, suggesting an inability to establish spatial relations between the different elements
and to automatically attribute them to one object or another.
One interpretation might be that patient IG presents an impairment at the level of perceptual organization processes that
structure the bits and pieces of visual information into larger
entities that correspond to meaningful objects (see Kimchi et al.
2007; Yeshurun et al. 2009). This would predict poor object
individuation; such individuation necessarily precedes identification of multiple complex objects (Xu and Chun 2009) but might
not be required for simpler objects (Mazza 2017). Nevertheless,
some perceptual organization processes are preserved, since
patient IG was clearly able to make use of and perhaps automatically group the features of the identical distracters X, improving
(but not fully restoring) the identification of the middle target in
Experiment 3.
Another interpretation could be excessive crowding. Similarity effects, in which the target is easier to report when flanked
by distracters that group with each other and not with the
target, abound in crowding (Livne and Sagi 2007; Saarela et al.
2009; Manassi et al. 2012; Freeman et al. 2012; Keshvari and
Rosenholtz 2016). A popular explanation of crowding known as
the texture tiling model can explain a number of these effects
(Rosenholtz et al. 2019) but not all of them (Doerig et al. 2019).
This pooling model represents the peripheral input in terms of
a rich set of summary image statistics, for example, correlations between responses of V1-like “cells.” The pooling regions
“pool” or summarize the statistics over an area that grows (in
the normal human visual system) linearly with eccentricity.
These rich summary representations capture a great deal of
useful information at the expense of precise localization of the
features, leading to misreporting one of the distracters instead
of the target. To get intuitions of what the model predicts,
one can generate visualizations of the information preserved
and lost according to the model (Balas et al. 2009). Examining
these visualizations, it appears that the summary statistics can
better represent a target letter when flanked by identical letters
(Keshvari and Rosenholtz 2016; Rosenholtz et al. 2019). Simple
shapes like disks of a single color “cohere,” though their location may be ambiguous, whereas in these visualizations, more
complex shapes like letters can split into pieces and re-“tile” into
novel shapes, leading to difficult recognition and hard search for,
for example, an O among Qs (Chang and Rosenholtz 2016). However, IG’s performance also deviates significantly from normal
crowding. IG shows crowding in the fovea, where pooling regions
are presumed to be small (Experiment 1). In the periphery,
there was no sign of a critical spacing at which crowding is
relieved (Experiment 1). If the pooling regions are fixed, perhaps
corresponding to receptive fields, it seems implausible that IG’s
SPL damage causes pooling regions to grow larger in both central
and peripheral vision.
Alternatively, the SPL is usually acknowledged for its role
in endogenous attention, and in patient IG, endogenous cueing
has shorter effect than controls in a Posner task (Valdois et al.
2019). Given the connections described above between IG’s performance and signatures of crowding, it is worth noting that
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stimuli positioned outside her attentional field. In sum, IG can
process multiple simple colored objects simultaneously if they
are presented within her “functional visual field” (inside 10◦ of
eccentricity) but can localize them relative to each other only in
central vision (where her crowded performance was lower than
controls but remained above chance level).
For letters, the same dissociated identification (N, T, or F)
ability was observed at all tested visual eccentricities: performance was normal with isolated presentation but drastically
decreased as soon as the letter was presented in the middle of
two other target letters. The presentation with two identical X
distracters (Experiment 3) alleviated the identification deficit of
the middle letter. However, IG could not accurately report the
presence of the letter T among the three letters (visual search
instruction, Experiment 2), except when the T was the item
closest to fixation.
A unified explanation of the pattern of results observed in
this study can be provided, that is, an impaired ability, following
bilateral damage of the SPL, to process the relative positions
of separable parts (within and between objects). In the case
of colored disks, each disk is a simple object, so the impairment loses the location of the disks but does not disrupt their
color identification. In the case of letters, even a single letter
has multiple simple parts (perhaps the lines that make up
the letter). The SPL damage would impair the localization of
these parts. The identification of each letter by itself already
requires understanding such spatial relations. When the stimulus contains only a single letter, the uncertainty about the
spatial relations is relatively small and IG manages to perform
optimally (likely relying more than controls on prior knowledge).
However, when there is more than a single letter, there are many
more elements and possible spatial relations, and therefore,
uncertainty considerably increases. Accordingly, the localization
deficit affects perception to a larger degree than for simple
plain objects (such as colored disks). With identical X flankers,
the uncertainty is considerably reduced: ignoring any diagonals
would essentially bring IG back to a state more like a single letter
identification.
A deficit of localization and spatial binding of separable parts
also explains patient IG’s visual search previous results reported
in Khan et al. (2016). Detecting the presence or absence of a
specific object (a red disk) among others (e.g., red squares and
green disks) does not require its precise localization, and object’s
color and shape are not spatially separable features. The fact
that the localization deficit did not affect perception of simultaneous colored disks is consistent with the preservation of popout and conjunction visual searches for colored shapes (Khan
et al. 2016). The present results showing a localization deficit
affecting perception for simultaneous presentation of objects
made by spatially separable lines (here letters) also fits with
the impairment of feature-present and feature-absent searches
(Khan et al. 2016).
Note that acuity, binocular vision, temporal threshold for
single letter identification, and delayed multi-letter report
with sequential presentation have been reported to be fully
normal in patient IG (Valdois et al. 2019). We also showed
here that increasing presentation time did not allow her
to improve identification performance in the condition of
simultaneous presentation in central vision (Experiment 1). Her
deficit can therefore be explained neither by a reduced visual
processing speed nor by reduced visual short-term memory
capacity (unlike other patients with developmental dyslexia or
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